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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following options are EDCA parameters (Select 2 Answers)?
A. SIFS
B. DIFS
C. AIFSN
D. TXOPLimit
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You create a view object "CustomersVO" based on an entity object "CustomerEO". How would
you
declaratively change the result set returned from the view object so that the records are sorted
by
customer name? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Create a view criteria on CustomersVO to order by the CustomerNameattribute.
B. Re-order the attributes in the CustomersVO editor such that the CustomerNameattribute is
listed first.
C. Add ORDER BY CustomerNameto the query in CustomerEO.
D. Change the CustomersVO query mode to "Expert" and define the query using the ORDER
BYclause as
required.
E. Add ORDER BY CustomerNameto the query in CustomersVO.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The setOrderByClause method sets the ORDER BY clause of the view object's query statement.
Bind
variables can be specified using '?' as a place-holder for the value. The new ORDER BY clause
does not
take effect until RowSet.executeQuery() is called.
References:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/apirefs.1111/e10653/oracle/jbo/ViewObject.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
While opening an email attachment, Pete, a customer, receives an error that the application
has encountered an unexpected issue and must be shut down. This could be an example of

which of the following attacks?
A. Header manipulation
B. Buffer overflow
C. Cross-site scripting
D. Directory traversal
Answer: B
Explanation:
When the user opens an attachment, the attachment is loaded into memory. The error is
caused by a memory issue due to a buffer overflow attack.
A buffer overflow occurs when a program or process tries to store more data in a buffer
(temporary data storage area) than it was intended to hold. Since buffers are created to contain
a finite amount of data, the extra information - which has to go somewhere - can overflow into
adjacent buffers, corrupting or overwriting the valid data held in them.
Although it may occur accidentally through programming error, buffer overflow is an
increasingly common type of security attack on data integrity. In buffer overflow attacks, the
extra data may contain codes designed to trigger specific actions, in effect sending new
instructions to the attacked computer that could, for example, damage the user's files, change
data, or disclose confidential information. Buffer overflow attacks are said to have arisen
because the C programming language supplied the framework, and poor programming
practices supplied the vulnerability.

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator has defined MQ objects on 3 queue manager QM1, QM2, QM3 as follows. An
application connects to QM1 and puts the message on MY.ALIAS.QUEUE.
On which queue will the message end up?
QM QM1:
DEFINE QALIAS (MY.ALIAS.QUKUE) TARGET (YELLOW.QUEUE)
DEFINE QREMOTE (YELLOW.QUEUE) RNAME (YELLOW) RQMNAME (QM2) +
XMITQ (QM2)
DEFINE QLOCAL (QM2) USAGE (XMITO)
DEFINE QLOCAL (QM3) USAGE (XMITO)
DEFINE QLOCAL (DLQ)
ALTER QALIAS (MY.ALLAS.QUEUE) TARGET (ORANGE.QUEUE) FORCE
DEFINE CHANNEL (QM1.TO.QM2) CHLTYPE (SDR) TRPTYPE (TCP) REPLACE+
DESCE ('Sender channel to QM2') XMITQ (QM2) +
CONNAME ('9.20.9.32 (1412) ')
DEFINE CHANNEL (QM1.TO.QM3) CHLTYPE (SDR) TRPYPE (TCP) REPLACE +
DESCR ('Sender channel to QM3') XMITQ (QM3) +
CONNAME ('9.20.9.33 (1415) ')
QM QM2:
DEFINE QLOCAL (YELLOW)
DEFINE QLOCAL (DLQ)
DEFINE CHANNEL (QMQ.TO.QM2) CHLTYPE (RCVR) TRPTYPE (TCP) +
REPLACE DESCR ('Receiver channel from QM1')
QM QM3:
DEFINE QLOCAL (ORANGE)
DEFINE QLOCAL (DLQ)
DEFINE CHANNEL (QM1.TO.QM3) CHLTYPE (RCVR) TRPTYPE (TCP) +
REPLACE DESCR ('Receiver channel from QM1')
A. YELLOW on QM2
B. DLQ on QM1

C. QM2 on QM1
D. ORANGE on QM3
Answer: C
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